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Abstract

In addition to the results of the paper (Bachturin (1974)) we give the precise form of the
necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring that all irreducible representations of a Lie algebra
were of finite bounded degree.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 17 B 35.

1. Preliminaries

In my paper (Bachturin (1974)) necessary and sufficient conditions are given on a
Lie algebra g over a field k of prime characteristic p in order that the universal
envelope i/(g) of g satisfy a nontrivial identical relation. The corollary of the main
theorem concerning degrees of irreducible representations of Lie algebras is,
however, rather obscure. The aim of the present note is to give its precise form.
In fact, the following theorem holds:

THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0 and let g
be a Lie algebra over k. All irreducible representations of g are of finite bounded
dimension if, and only if,

(i) g possesses an abelian ideal h of finite codimension;
(ii) all inner derivations adx, xeg, are algebraic;

(iii) dimk(f))<Card(k).

COROLLARY. If, in addition, k is countable, then g is finite dimensional.
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REMARK. The case of a base field k of characteristic zero is essentially simpler.
In this case necessary and suflScient conditions follow from a theorem of Latysev
(1963) and Lemma 1 below.

PROPOSITION. Let Qbe a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic 0. All irreducible representations of g are of finite bounded dimension if, and
only if, Q is abelian and dimk (g) < Card(k).

For all the basic facts concerning Lie algebras the reader is referred to Jacobson
(1962) or to the more recent book of Dixmier (1974).

We denote by Card (5) the cardinality of a set S. Given a Lie algebra g and an
element XGQ we denote by adx the map (adx)O) = [x,y],

2. Two lemmas

We start with the simpler

LEMMA 1. Let k be an algebraically closed field, X some set of indeterminates and
A = k[X] a polynomial ring over k. Then A possesses a nonzero infinite dimensional
irreducible representation if, and only if, Card(X) > Card(k).

PROOF. Note first that if M is a simple module over A then M^A/I where / is
some maximal ideal of A, that is, M is a commutative field extending k.

Thus, if X is finite, then M is a field finitely generated over A: as a ring. In this
case by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (Cohn (1977), p. 429) M is algebraic over k and
hence M = k. Therefore X may be assumed infinite and, obviously,

dim(M) = dim(,4//Xdim(/0 = Card(JT)-

Consider next an element ueA/Iand let B = k(u) be the subfield of /I//generated
by u. If u is transcendental over k, then dim (B) = Card (k). Indeed k(u) contains
a subsystem {(u-ai)-1, ocek} which is linearly independent and has cardinality
equal to that of k, so that dim (B) > Card (A:). The converse inequality holds since B
as a ring is generated by the system R = {(«—a)"1, (M—J8)(H—y)~x, <x,fi, yzk)
whose cardinality also coincides with Card (k).

Thus, if A possesses an infinite dimensional irreducible representation in M = A/1
but Card (X) < Card (A:) then any element ueA/I is algebraic over k, that is,
dimk(A/I) = 1, which is a contradiction.
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If, on the contrary, Card (X) > Card (k), then any mapping of .Y onto R extends
to an epimorphism of A = k[X] onto B = k(u), thus proving that A possesses
an infinite dimensional irreducible representation.

LEMMA 2. Assume that the base field k has prime characteristic p and is algebraically
closed. If Q is a Lie algebra over k satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of the main
theorem then g possesses an infinite dimensional irreducible representation if, and
only if, such a representation exists for h.

PROOF. Let elte2,...,en form a basis of g modulo b, over k. By Lemma 1.5 from
Bachturin (1974) there exist polynomials f\,fi,---,fn such that the elements
z i=/ i ( e i ) . z2= /2(^2)»"- zn=fn(en) a r e central in U=U(Q). Consider then a
subalgebra R of C/(g) generated by zlt z2> • • • zn together with t/(h). Since zlf z2 zn

are central, R is abelian. Moreover, since t/(g) is a free left t/(h>module with the
monomials ef 1 . . .«£«(2»! i>0) as basis, it follows that R is isomorphic to a
polynomial ring k\zi>zi> ...,zn,ua,aeB] where {ua,aceB} is a basis of f) over k.
Since, obviously, only the case of infinite B need be considered, R is certainly
isomorphic with U(fy), the polynomial algebra k[ua,<xeB]. This shows that R
possesses an infinite dimensional irreducible representation if, and only if, t/(b)
(or h) does.

Now assume that h has no infinite dimensional irreducible representation. By
Lemma 1, dimA.(h)<Card(A:). In this case U(Q) is a module of finite type over R
whose dimension is equal to that of h, the dimension of C/(g) over k is the same as
dim(h), and by the preceding dim (U(Q))< Card (k).

Any simple C/(g)-module is isomorphic to some C/(g)/7, where I is a maximal
left ideal of f/(g). Let B be the largest subalgebra of U(Q) containing / and such
that / is a two-sided ideal in B. Then K = B/I is a skew field and by a corollary of
the density theorem (Cohn (1977), p. 337) either dimK(U(Q)/I) is finite or for each
n the matrix ring Kn is a homomorphic image of some subalgebra of U(Q). But
by the main theorem of Bachturin (1974) U(Q) satisfies a nontrivial identity which
therefore holds in Kn for each n, and this is of course impossible (see Cohn (1977),
p. 455).

Thus it remains to consider the case d im x (J7(g)/7) < oo. But then in fact K= k,
for AT is algebraic over k. Indeed, choose u^O in K. Then assuming u transcendental
over k, one immediately sees (as in the previous lemma) that dim (£(«)) = Card(&)
which contradicts our former assumption (in fact,

dim (k(u)) ^ dim (K) *£ dim (B/I) < dim (EA(g)/7) < dim (C/(g)) < Card (jfc)).

The converse part of the lemma is even simpler. Let V be an infinite dimensional
simple left .R-module. Then considering t/(g) as a right /{-module one may form a
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left (7(g)-module W by putting

Clearly one may identify Fwith its canonical image 1 ® Fin W. Take some nonzero
element veV and consider the cyclic I7(g)-submodule V generated by v. Let M
be a maximal l/(g)-submodule of W which does not contain v (its existence trivially
follows by Zorn's lemma). From the .R-irreducibility of Fit follows that Mn V = {0}.
Consider next the C/(g)-submodule V" = V' + M. Evidently, T= V/M is an
irreducible (7(g)-module. On the other hand, bearing in mind the i?-module
structure of W one has

V^V/Vn A/~ F+ M/Mcz V+M/M = V/M = T,

which proves that T is infinite dimensional over k.
The proof of the lemma is now complete.

3. Proofs of the theorem and the proposition

Assume first that g is a Lie algebra all of whose irreducible representations have
finite bounded degrees. It is well known (use, for example, Cohn (1977), p. 348)
that the universal envelope t/(g) is semiprimitive, that is, the intersection of all
primitive ideals of (7(g) equals zero. Therefore t/(g) may be represented as a sub-
direct product of its primitive homomorphic images having by our assumption
bounded dimensions. Thus U(g) satisfies a nontrivial polynomial identity and
one may apply either the main theorem of Bachturin (1977) stating that in this
case g satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) from the introduction, or the theorem of
Latysev (1963) stating that g is abelian, provided the base field k has characteristic 0.

The remaining condition follows from Lemma 2 when the base field has
characteristicp>0 or Lemma 1 otherwise.

The same lemmas as well trivially prove the converse implications of the theorem
and the proposition. For, by these lemmas g cannot possess an infinite dimensional
irreducible representation. If, further, M is a finite dimensional simple g-module
such that dimfc (M) = n, then by the density theorem and since k is algebraically
closed, one immediately deduces that kn is an epimorphic image of U(g). Since
£/(g) satisfies a nontrivial identity, this trivially bounds n and proves the whole
theorem.
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